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LAMPF-–ITS ORIGINS, HISTORY, AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

by

Louis Rosen

I. INTRODUCTION

The time was a quarter of a century ago, The science of
50 years old, but it had already provided fantaqtic options for

nuclear physics was not even
the entire world. It promised

a vehicle for a high level rf energy production fa~ into the future and it dra~maticcdly altered
the role of science and technology in defense, industry, medicine, and even agriculture. It
had been responsible for ending a great war and for placing civilization in hostage against
another international conflagration. But it also challen~ed the determination, wisdom,
and ingenuity of the world’s political leadership to find ways, while there is still time, for
the nations of the world t~~live at peace. Los Alamos, under the able leadership of Norris
Bradbury, was seeking wayq to diversify its coctl ibutions to the nation while enhancing its
viz’lility and vitality as one of the nation’s foremost national security laboratories,

In 19@0, the foundation of nuclear physics stood mainly on quantum theory, Yukawa
theory, relativity, phenomenological models, and on the premise that the nucleus, its struc-
ture, and its properties could be described—in some circumstances rM a collection of nu-
cleons, each moving more or less independently of all the others in a mean field created by
all nucleons in the nucleus, and in other circumstances as simply a collection ot’ strongly
interacting nucleons, a liquid drop, In either case, nucleonic degrees of freedom were the
prime factor in nuclear statics and nuclear dynamics.

Professor Yukawa’s pion had been discovered, Many of its proptirties had been unvei!cd
nnd they agreed with the Yukawa theory, There were, however, puzzles in the behavior of
nuclei and nuclear reactions, It was postulat~d that pionic degrees of freedom must be a
part of any compre}lensive description of nuclei and nuclear reactions. Experiments with
pions had been carried out, but the intensity and quality of the beams were completely
inad(, quate to launch the studies befitting the particle tltat was heralded as ths messenger
of the strong r~uclctir force, analogous to the photon in quantum electrodynamics (QED)
that was already WOIIcstnblishcd as the quantum of the clcctromagnutic field responsible
for colnmunication between electrons,

It wa9 in thi?l climate, as progress in c!assical nuclear physics relativo to the effort
being invested waa already slowing, that the idea for meson factories was conccivml and
I)cgarl to germinate.

It wns also in this climate that a new regime of physics- intcrtnmliate-energy physics
WM born, with the hope and pro~nirie that it would r~.juvetrntc nuclear science and bridge
tho gitp I)ctwcvn nuclear and ~ubtiucle~i [high-energy) physics,

11, THE MESON F.ACTORI’ES

The main vehicle for ktwping thi., protniee, and bringing the pion to bear on u viu~t
urray of problernn, has lmm the mcsorl factories. “May there exist such facilities in Switzrx-
Iand (SIN), in Cnnada (TI?IIJMI$), and in Ll~VUSA (l, AMP F), A fourth is just now hcing
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completed in the Soviet Union. They are enormous enterprises-the current replacement
value of LAMPF is $3SO million, not including the part devoted to national security prob-
lems. But they accommodate hundreds of scientists from around the world and by so doing
generate political as well as intellectual and economic capital. Proton facilities, together
with heavy-ion accelerators and electron facilities, form a triad on which stands the present
edifice of experimental nuciear science. Each leg of this triad is dependent, to a greater or
lesser extent, on the other two. However, in terms of versatility, the size of the community
it serves, and the relatively short-term application of the knowledge base and people base
for which nuclear science is responsible, the meson factory part of the above triad is by no
means the least important compocent. I discuss this component from the standpoint of
the facility I know best, namely LAMPF.

III. THE EVOLUTION OF LAMPF

The first document proposing LAMPF was written in 1962. There followed 6 years of
political trials and tribulations, but also of great technical progress. October 1968 brought
the first funds for construction of the facility, Within 4 years, on budget and on time, the
first full-energy beam was observed in the switchyard. This was, indeed, a joyous occasiori,
as you can see from Fig, 1. We had exceeded the energy for proton linacs by a factor of 4,
but we were still far from achieving our goal of an external beam 1000 to 10000 times more
intense than any then available, a feat most experts had warned was not achievable—but
they were wrong.

LAMPF as it exists today is shown in Fig. 2. In the foreground are the experimental
arms—the pion-muon area, the Nucleon Physics Laboratory, the High-Resolution Pro-

ton Spectrometer, the Biomedical channel, the Neutrino areas, and the control Room.
The accelerator is underground for shielding; in the background are the Laboratory-Office
Iluil{ling and the Equipment Test Laboratory. Looking to the west we see the mountain
riingc thmt cradles the Vane Grande, the largest extinct volcano in the northern hemisphere.
We hope it remains extinct,

Or; ~he south side of the highway is the national security facility, the Weapons Neutron
Research/Proton Storage Ring (WNR/PSR) complex. The thrust here is the study of
condensed matter physics, nuclear physics, biology, and national security probiems—all
with pulsed neutrons, With the PSR in operation, wc will have a world-class facility, as
good u any in existence or under construction, for neutron time-of-flight studies,

A schematic of the area downstream of the switchyard is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 show the installation of a new neutrino experiment that will focus on
ncutrino oscillations, to which 1 shall return.

IV. INVOLVEMENT OF THE SCIENCE COMMUNITY

A key, and in retrospect very wise, policy decigion waa made at the very beginuin~
to docply involve the scientific community in the development and governance of LAMPF.
‘1*IIcbasic mechanism for achieving this, which htw withstood the test of time, is shown
in Fig, 5. The scientific community is reprcuentecl by the -~800-member LA!4PF Usm
(~roup, a nonprofit corporation constituted under the lawn of New Mexico.
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The heart of the advisory mechanism for determining experimental priorities is the
Program Advisory Committee (PAC). Appointed by the Director of LAMPF from
nominations made by the Board of Directors (BOD), who are elected by the Users Group,
the PAC is composed of’24 highly respected scientists appointed for staggered 3-year terms.
They meet twice each year for about 1 week, during which time all active and proposed
experiments are reviewed and ranked according to the physics to be learned, technical
feasibility, and perceived competence of the investigators. These criteria are, of coume,
to mrne extent subjective However, one-third of the PAC and one-half of the BOD are
rer ~aced each year; this tends to prevent a provincial view of the worth and fe~ibility of
proposed experiments.

The BOD also appoints a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP), which studies and makes
recommendations for new c~pabilities. After review by the BOD, which sometimes con-
venes additional advisory colnmittees, a decision is made on whether to recommend im-
plementation of a given improvement proposal. This process often involves the BO D in
the LAMPF’ budget, to which they have t’ull access. When, therefore, a decision is made
by the management of LAMPF for a major new capabiii~, it can count on the support of
a large part of the user commux~ity. This support is vital,

V. PROMISES VS PERFORMANCE

Figure 6 shows a comparison of what we promised with
accelerator and experimental capabilities, The key promise
achieved. In fact, LAMPF today generates a proton beam

what has been achieved in
was high intensity, It was
intensity that still exceeds

the combined beam intensities of UIJthe world’s proton accelerators operating at energies
above the pion-production threshold,

An area where we have made SOIT,e of our most visible accomplishments, none of them
promised, is in technology transfer to ‘,he private and public sectors. I shall return to this
facet of ~?ur activities,

Another major promise wu that L}\MPF would serve a large community of scientists,
In any yeu, approximately 3s0 scientists from about 90 institutions work at LAMPF. To
date, approximately 1100 papers have bten published in refereed journals and more than
100 doctoral theses have been completed.

Figure 7 lists the various natiunci represented at LAMPF during the past 2 years,

VI. RECENT SCIENTIFIC GOALS ,tND ACHIEVEMENTS

Just as a qu~rter of a century ago there \vaa good reason to believe that pionic degrees
of freedon ~re essential to a description of nui’lcar structure and nuclear reactions, so does
it now appear that quark and gluon degrees of freedom may be essential components of a
deeper understanding of nuclear phenomena.

To my mind, the most important open questions in nu(*lear science, aa a whole, revolve
about whether quantum chromodynamics (QCD), involving quark and gluon degrees of
freedom, can fully describe strong interactions, YVetherefore now face the question of how
to explore the consequences of QCD at energies w here quark confinement is operative, TO
do this will probably require a large variety of experiments of high accuracy.
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Correspondingly, regarding the weak interaction and its unification with the elec-
tromagnetic interaction, we now must ask how we can further validate and extend the
standard model of electroweak interactions.

Other major goals are to determine the limits of symmetries and conservation laws
and to extend our knowledge of QED by testing its limits.

Experiments at LAMPF are therefore focusing on many areas (Fig. 8) and include
the research goals listed in Fig, 9. I shall touch on some of these are=.

A. The Strong Interaction
Notwithstanding a world-wide monumental effort to determine, unambigu xrsly, the

scattering amplitudes for the free nucleon-nucleon interaction iri the region up to 800 MeV,
this problem is not yet solved. Although the *P scattering amplitudes are now reliably de-
termined, that is not the case for n-p scattering. However, high-intensity polarized-proton
sources seem to be within reach. The next 6 years should see this problem eliminated. It
will then become more fruitful to enhance our attack on the spectroscopy of nuclei at high
excitations and also on matter distributions in complex nuclei.

But even with presently available polarized-proton intensities, dramatic results have
emerged from nucleon-nucleon and proton-nucleus elastic-scattering and polarization ex-

periments. Professor Masaike and his group have recently participated in a milestone
experiment that, measured the spin observable in the scattering of polarized protons by
a polarized-proton target at very small scattering angles—in the region of the Coulomb-
nuclear interference, This is important for understanding pion-nucleus interactions.

In Fig. 10 we see proton scattering 3 from 208Pb. The solid curve is a thee stical
prediction based on the nonrelativistic Schr5dinger equation. The disagreement seems
irreconcilable because it now appears that cross sections at large angles, periodicity, and
the spin observable are not, correctly predicted by the conventional theoretical description.
It is, however, becoming apparent that the coupling to negative-energy degrees of freedom,
implicit in relativistic Dirac representations, can lead to impressive advances in the ability
of theory to reproduce the datn, including all the spin observable.’

The viw that relativistic effects must be included in a description of low-energy
nuclear phenomena is attracting many adherents and may turn out to be one o!’ the
most important discoveries in nuclear sclerrce during the put decade. Figure 11 shows
polariz~d-proton scattering from 4’qCa along with theoretical predictions for the spin-
rotation parameter. 5 May 1 remind you that the spin-rotation parameter Q is a function
of two spin observable and is highly sensitive to the scattering amplitudes and phases,
The solid curve, the prediction of a phenomenological model of proton-nucleus elastic
~cattcring, is based on the Dirac equation; the broken curve is based on the Schr6dinger
cquatiun. Figure 12 shGws the apparatus lwed to obtain these data. The spectrometer has
ii resolution of better than 50 keV at 800” hfeV.

Ttie over:dl advances in our understanding of the proton-nucleus interaction have also
rckindlod the long-held hop~ that these advances, together with n*-nucleu~ scattering,
tnuonic atoms, and electron Mattering, will allow determination of detailed neutron density
form factors.

The above developments have resulted from experiments of high accuracy. They
were made possible by high-g, uaiity, high-intensity beams, by advances in polarized beams
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and pohuized targets, and by state-of-th~art instrumentation, especially spectrometers,
detectors, and computerized data acquisition.

Data obtained during the past several years are fueling attempts to extend the scope
of nuclear science to include quark-gluon degrees of freedom. This appears to be the next
logical step in the evolution of the field and is a major stimulus for higher energy meson
factories, the kaon factories. But some progress may be possible with current capabilities.
A recent example is an experiment conducted by T. A, Carey et al.8

They take note of the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) experiment,’ which was
designed to test quantum chromodynarnics, a theory which postulates that quarks interact
through t$e exchange of gluons much like quantum electrodynamics (QED) postulates that
electrons interact through the exchange of photons. Neither quarks nor gluons have been
seen in a free state, but they have attracted many believers.

The EMC experiment, Fig. 13, messured the electromagnetic structure function
[F2(x, Q2)] for deep inelastic muon scattering from free nucleons (deuterium) and from
iron nuclei for EP x 200 GeV. The experiment was designed to probe the quark distribu-
tion in the same way that quasi-elastic electron scattering probes the charge distribution
in a nucleus. For short wavelengths the structure function of a heavy nucleus was expected
to be the incoherent summation over the structure function of the constituent nucleons.
But this did not turn out to be so. A tempting explanation involves the communication
of quarks in one nucleon with quarks in other nucleons –-the distribution of quarks then
depends upon the nuclear environment.

However, Llewellyn-Srnith and Ericson and Thomasa explain the EMC observation
in terms of classical nuclear physics by invoking the enhancement of the pion, field in a
heavy nucleus as a result of the attractive nature of the pion-nucleon interaction. The
extra pions, the so-called pion condensate, are then the source of the additional quarks,
and our conventional view remains intact,

The recent LAMPF experiment looked for the extra pions. Figure 13 pictures the
situation as envisioned by T. A. Carey and his colleagues.

Where* the electromagnetic field does not permit the proper coupling to pions, thus
excluding the use of electrons, polarized pmtor.s do offer a proper coupling and an adequate
sensitivity. The key in to measure a complete set of polarization transfer o’bservables

iil two scattering experiments. As in the EMC experiment, one target consi:~ts of free
nucleons (deuteriurn) and the other is a complex nucleus (lead). By taking the ratios of
the longitudinal twponses for deuterium and lead to the transverse responses for the same
targets, the experimenters isolate the pionic coupling of the proton to the nucleus.

Figure 14 illustrates the preliminary results from this in~estigation.

The measurement of appropriate polarization transfer observable for (~, ~1) showed
no differ~,~ces between lead and deuterium and no enhancement in tl~e nuclear pionic field.
Thlls the initial interpretation of the EMC experiment has not been negated, Thww results
support the inclusion of quark degrees of freedom in r~uclear theories,

Another signature of quark presence in nuclei was also explored at LAMPF. It involves
single and double pion charge exchange.

Figure 15 shows the 0° differential cross section [or the isobaric-analog-state (lAS)
transition in the reaction” 14C(~r+, T[))14N, The excitation function goes through a deep
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minimum near 50 MeV. This minimum is a reflection of the s- and pwave interference
in the elementary pion-nucleon interaction. It was suggested by the calculations of Gerry
Miller that a comparison of the pion double-chargeexchange data with the single-charge-
exchange data might yield evidence for six-quark cluster contributions. Miller predicted
that the 50MeV :ross section at 0° for the doubl~isobaric-analog-state (DIAS) transition
would be about 10 ~b/sr at the same time that the IAS cross section would be sl ~b/sr,
This is unusual, because the typical situation at higher energies is that IAS cross sections
are several microbarns per steradian and DIAS cross sections are s 1 pb/sr.

Figure 16 displays the 14C(n +, x-) 140 cross sections, as a function of angle, and
compares them with the predictions of the six-quark mode!. 10 The data are by no uleans
conclusive, but they may suggest a contribution from six-quark clusters. The forward-angle
peaking of the angular distribution had not been expected from earlier optical-potential
calculations.

It has been long recognized that the pion can play a special role in sorting out nucleon-
particle and -hole states. Near the A resonance,

T+p 7r-n
and —~r+n ~-P

causing large differences in the scattering of m+

the ratio of the cross section for

is -9,

and n- when singh+particle proton and
neutron states are excited. The resulting spectra can be used to determ;.ne th-e degree of
isospin mixing: 1 (see Fig. 17),

A diamatic manifestation of the usefulness of the pion as a nuclear probe is seen in
the excitation of collective states by way of pion single and double charge exchanges. Here
the spin-iso~pin properties of pions make them unique among nuclear probes,

In single-charge-exchange reactions (n *,nO), the no is observed by virtue of its de-
cay into two gamma rays. A special no spectrometer 12 (Figs. ld and 19) was developed
for this purpose. Data obtained13 (Fig. 20) led to the first identification of the giant
isovector-rnonopole resonance (IVMR), a collective motion in which the protons and neu-
trons oscillate out of phase along the nuclear radius (the protons breathe in and out, while
the neutrons breathe out and in). The exchange reaction (m- ,n”) is ideally suited for ex-
citing the IVMR. Because the pion has zero spin, excitation of spin-flip states at forward
angles is strongly inhibited; thus mainly isovector states are excited. Data, such as those
shown in Fig. 20, established the IVMR as a r stematic feature of complex nuclei, In addi-
tion to constraining the isovector cornponen~ of the interaction of nucleons in nuclei, such
data may provide ins:ght into the compressibility of nuclear matter, which has important
implications for astrophysics.

We are finally beginning to understand the role of the A in the nuclear medium—
especially how it pr~pagates and how it influences the excitation of s~ecific levels,

The main point is that n+-nucleus reactions are highly selective in terms of the states
they excite, thus permitting investigation of reaction mechanism properties and nuclear-
structure effects. However, systematic studies are required over wide ranges of energies
and nuclei.

The original hope that high-intensity, good-quality beams of pions can probe nuclei
iri ways not otherwise feasible is being realized, Pions are now a recognized tool in the
study of the manifestations and mechanisms by wl,ich nuclei absorb and emit energy.
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Observation of the (m, q) Reaction on Nuclei. The q meson, like the pion, is a
nonstrange pseudoscalar meson classified in the same SIJ(3) octet as the pion.

The n*, q reaction is analogous to the n *, no reaction except that it involves two
particlw belonging to different isospin multiples and the large mms difference requires a
large xncmentum transfer. This reaction has been recently observed very near threshold.
Figure 21 shows how this was done.: 4

The S1 scintillator counts the pions and determines zero time for the neutron time
of flight. the BG O counters measure the coincident gamma rays emitted from q N Z?
decay, and four sets of scintillation counters detect neutrons from z- + p - q + n. Events
accompanied by charged particle emission are vetoed. The q production was observed
from protons and from 12C.

Figure 22 shows the time-of-flight spectrum. The first peak is from no decay produced
by m- + p ~ no + n, the next peak comes from the neutrons in i.his reaction, and the two
remaining peaks are from the n- + p ~ n + q, corresponding to neutrons produced at

forward and backward angles in the center-of-mass system. The cross section for T*+ p +
n + q is t23 pb/sr at dc.~<(q) = 144° and 86 pb/sr at O..m, (q) = 25°. The challenge now is
to investigate tne interaction of q mesons with the nuclear medium.

None of the above examples directly reflects the primary philosophical impact of the
meson factories on nuclear physics— namely, the transition from classical nuclear physics,
in which only structureless nucleons and the two-body potentials between them play the
decisive role, to the present richness of the field. Many more degrees of freedom play
a role in nuclear physics. These additional degrees of freedom are represented by the
mesons, nucleonic excitations, and antinucleons, and their effects show up even below
pion-production thresholds. Because of the copious data generated 5y the meson factories,
we : se learning quantitatively how these additional hadrons behave in the nuclear medium
and ~he role they play in nuclear physics. Such an evolutionary way of looking at nuclear
ph} sits appears to be an intermediate but necessary step toward the even greater richness
implied by a parton (quark) spectroscopy, This exciting beginning will no doubt be carried
further by the higher energy cw electron accelerators and of course by the m-called kaon
factories.

The above strong-interaction program is augmented by nuclear chemistry, exploring
reaction mechanisms and nuclear dynamics. The program also includes the production and
study of nuclei far from the Iins of stability and a comparison of results with theoretical
predictions.

D. Atomic Physics
Spectroscopy of H-. Meson factories have proved to be remarkably versatile for

attacking diverse problems in powerful ways, often providing the only feasible means ior
confronting an important puzzle,

Such a lo~~-standing problem is H– ion spectroscopy, Conventional means are in-
adequate to measure (1) the resonance structure in single photodetachm,ent and (2) the
dcuble photodetachment of H– electrons, ( rhere are as yet no tunable vacuum-ultraviolet
lasers.) Although nothing more than basic quantum mechanics is involved and the forces
are known, we still have the complexity of a three-body problem, Its full comprehension
lies ahead, LAMPF permits exploration of this physics by way of colliding beams. 1~ We do
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it with mirrors, using the Doppler effect (Fig. 23). A laser beam of appropriate energy and ‘
variable direction intersects the 800-MeV H- beam. Introduction of a modest magnetic
field permits the 1-1- ion to be studied in electric fields of about 5 MV/cm. The results
(Fig. 24) are as elegant as the equipment is simple. Center-of-mass energies cover precisely
the range of intereat, 0.5 to zo eV, with resolution in the mini-electron-volt region.

The work on the spectroscopy of the H– atom turns out to have dramatic practical
consequences. One of the major options in the Strategic Defense Initiative could be neu-
tral particle beams. Such beams can only be produced by accelerating and focusing H-
ions. Beam ernittance and beam position are primary considerations and are intimately
connected with the photodetachment process. Furthermore, the experimental technology
developed to explore the photodetachment process is precisely applicable to the studies
that must now be made to evaluate the potential of neutral particle beams.

C. Electromagnetic and Weak Interactions
Tests of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). The Stopped-Muon Channel at

LAMPF provides a copious source of polarized low-energy muons, essentially free of pions
and reasonably free of electrons. Highly sophistic~ted experiments have been mounted
by the Yale group and their collaborators, resulting in greatly improved knowledge of
the spectroscopy of muonium and, as a by-product, improved values of the fine-structure
constant and the rat io of muon-tmproton magnetic moments.

Muonium had already beer, discovered by Professor Vernon Hughes and his group at
Yale when LAMPF was being designed. It has since become a powerful tool for determining
the limits of an astoundingly accurate field theory, QED. This has come about through
precise measurements of the hyperfine structure interval and the Zeeman effect.

Why is muonium an ideal system for determining the limits of QED? Because it
comprises two diflerent dimensionless and structureless Ieptons, free of any known strong-
interaction effects. Muonium can also serve as a laboratory for exploring uilknown weak-
er strong-interaction effects in the muon-electron system.

Discovery of a means to produce muonium in vacuum has led to the observation of
the Lamb shift in muoniumle and also to the possibility of new kinds of experiments, such
as the conversion of muonium to antimuonium, ‘I’he recent detection, at TRIUMF and
LAMPF, of the 2S state in muonium17 and the observation of the rf-induced transition

2S1/2 ~ 2pl/2 at the rate of several per hour open the door to another milestone test
of”QED. This measurement of the Lamb sh~ft does not involve effects of proton structure
that introduce difficulties in the interpretation of the Lamb shift in hydrogen. Similar
experiments have been performed ut other meson factories.

Another test of QED carried out at LAMPF involved the Dalitz decay of neutral
pions: To is produced from n–p ~ men, and the decay rate is measured for To ~ e+e--y
relative to 7r0 -+ qq. The ratio is sensitive to vacuum polarization contributions: the
results obtained are consistent with QED predictions to a high level of precision.ls

Muonic Atoms. Muoris are useful in many other ways. The initial conjecture by
13ethe, that, both muonic-atom and electron-scattering data would be required to determine
charge distributions of nuclei, proved correct. The point is that, with negative muons, one
can form hydrogen-like atoms with every nucleus, but with their respective muonic orbits
about 200 times closer to the nucleus than are the corresponding electron 01 bits. The
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resulting x-ray spectrum directly reflects the charge and electric moment distributions in
the nucleus.

Figure 25 is a particularly dramatic representation of the sensitivity of rnuonic-atom
x-ray measurements to changes in the size of the nucleus as one goes from one neutron
shell to another. 19 Quadruple and hexadecapole moments of nuclei have a!so been de-
termined with extremely good precision by means of muonic-atom ~, L, and M x-ray
measurements .20

In addition to information about nuclear charge and magnetic moments, muonic x-
ray spectra have advanced our knowledge of the extent to which the muon obeys quantum
electrodynamics, and have offered the opportunity to look for new types of interactions
and to test p-e universality.

Conservation Laws and Weak-Interaction Theory. The muon is being used at
LAMPF, and elsewhere, to test the standard model of electroweak interactions, including
the empirical lcpton-number conservation laws.

Herbert Anderson and his group have built a spartan but powerful time-projection
chamber. They have undertaken the fuimidable task of measuring, with very high accu-
racy, all the muon-decay parameters, but especially p, predicted by the weak-interaction
theory. They aim to analyze lo-million events to substantiality improve our knowledge of
the parameters of muon decay, which are basic to the theory. TRIUMF measurements
have already- set a very high standard in this area.

An equally ambitious program involves a Los Alamos/Stanford collaboration, which
has developed a very large solid-angle detector (Fig. 26) to search for rare decay modes
of the muon— namely, p+ + e+q, ~+ s 3e, and p+ a e+q-y, This group has pushed
the first reaction 21 to its most precise limit, a branching ratio of -10-10, and is now
contemplating lowering this limit by one to two orders of magnitude. The above decays
are not forbidden by present-day formulations of unified theories, and a determination
of the probability for lepton-number noncunservation, or even a very small limit on that
process, wo~ld constitute a substantial advance, Lepton number violation would imply
many things—finite neutrino mass, heavy Ieptcms, and flavor-changing neut ,1 Higgs and
neutral horizontal gauge bosom.

Charge Conjug: Lion hvarianc~ and Conserved Vector Current. A number
of LA MPF experiments have been devoted to tests of charge-conjugation invariance and
the conserved-vector-current (CVC) hypothesis, The fo-mer was tested by searching for
the decay To –f 37, which would signal C-in~,ariance violation .22 It was not found, A
new experiment, ~iow under way, will lower the observational threshold by two orders of
magnitude. The test appllecl for CVC was the measllrement of the probability for beta
decay of tile pion—that is, r * - } no + ~k + v. CVC was not violated .23 The accuracy of
this measur~rnent was 2,6 times better than that of the best previous determination,

Neutrino Experirncnts. The beam stop at LAMPF’ provides an electron-neutrino
flux of =4 X 1.07 V/cmzs, J3ccause 7r”- are mostly Lbsorbed, neutrinos are mainly produced

from thti n+ decay chain, ‘I’he spectrum includes 30-MeV VP from m+ decay and O- to
53-MeV u~ ant P, from ~ + decay. LAh4P~ providm a clean source of u~, as Vl, and VP
arq below threshold for # product iori.
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An experiment ha already been performed to determine the extent to which leptcm-
nu.mber conservation law~ might be multiplicative rather than additive (muon number aud

24 Figure 27 illustrates the principle involved. Aehwtron number separately conserved).
&ton (%renkov detector filled with HaO w= used to l-~ok for Dep + C+n and, when filled
with D20, to measure the reaction wgD ~ pe-p. The first reaction was not observed, the
second was. Three important r~ults were obtained:

P++ PC
-“ < 0.09 ; (1)

j+ + Ue

U=D ~ pe-p = 5 x 10-4’ cm2 ; (2)

and
no UP to V= oscillation . (3)

A current and much more ambitious neutrino experiment has recently observed the
first ve-e elastic-scattering events. 25 Just as rnuonium is an ideal system for ~tudying QED,
so u~-e scattering is an ideal system for studying the weak interaction in its pure state. The
present experiment, involving a University of California, Irvine/Los Alamos udlaboration
led by Herbert Chen and Robert Burman, will provide a pureiy leptonic determination of
19W,the Weinberg angle, which is a crucial parameter in the standard electroweak model.

In the electroweak t 4eory of Glashow, Weinberg, and Sal am, a weak neutral-current
interaction arises from ,ZO exchange. Its strength is determined by sin2dw, where Ow is
determined by the masses of the W and 2°. The u,-e cross section is uniquely sensitive
to the interference,
diagrams as follows:

both in sign and magnitude, between charged- and neutral-current

Ue Ue
2

\w*/’ y-v=
u—-. +

,/ \ f\ ‘
e- L’e

-.
e e- (4)

u=
[

12
12

1+; (9V+9A)
1[

+ : ;(9V ‘9A)
I

.

Standard Model : gv ==– ~ + 2 sin2 OW ,
h

9A=+
‘1’his implies destructive interference between charged and neutral weak currents, with

~~s(~te–) ~ 60% aV-A(~,e-) .
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The prediction was 2 events/day in a 13-ton detector.
In addition to neutrino-electron scattering, the experimental goals include

Vp + ue (neutrino oscillations or p+ ~ e+i7,vP) ,

u (ve 12C -+ e- 12N) ,

&’p-+7x (neutrino decay) ,

and

ao + 77 (axion production) .

The detector is surrounded by 35OO tons of shielding material. It contains 9 tons
of plastic scintil!ator and 4 tons of polypropy!ene flash chambers and measures scattered
electrons, It is the presence of hydrogen that permits a sensitive search of one neutrirm
oscillation channel—namely, UP a Ue—the reaction being Pep ~ e+ n. For maximum mixi-
ng and Am2 > ().3 eV2, the rate would be -100 events/day with a cosmic-ray background
of ~t most half that, About 70 ue-e - elastic-scattering events have been identified thus

far.
Figure 28 summarizes some particle physics results and demonstrates how LAMPF is

being used to unite particle and nuclear physics.

D. Applications
The practical applications of LAM’PF-r~!ated technology and of LAMI’F beams have

been many and varied. I mention a few.
LAMPF waJ the first large accelerator facility designed for complete computer

control. ze Our experience hss influenced virtually every large facility built since.
I he structure27 we developed t~~ accelerate protons beyond 100 MeV represented

a dramatic advance and has since been adopted as the accelerator element in all U, S.-
manufactured ruegavoltage x-ray therapy machines and in others as well. The gross income
from sales of these machines now excemls tile total cost of LAMPII.

LAMPF rf technology has been adapte4 to hyperther~nia devices for the treatment
2t’ Figs P and 30), Experiments are underof animal tumors2s and human eye defects ( ‘o

way to adapt these devices for the treatment of human tumors, If successful, a simple and
relatively inexpensive modality for treating access ible tumors will be brought to a large
part of the world that does not now have accers to advanced treatment technology,

Over a period of about 5 years, the engineering a,ld biomedical foundations were
built for the evaluation of negative-pion therapy in the treatment of otherwise untreatable
tumors.so More than 200 patients received such treatment. The program is now being
carried forward at SIN in Switzerland and at TRIUMF in Canada.

The LAMPF residual beam is being used to produce a variety of proton-rich radioiso-
topes to support research programs in more than a dozen leading biomedical centers. Some
of these radioisotopes are nearing use in diagnostic and therapeutic medicine, Figure 31
shows the radioisotopes produced during the past 12 months, their uses, and the institu-
tions involved.31

Madiopharmaceut! cai Labeling Researc!~. A program is urlder way to develop
methods for attaching radionuclidea to monoclinal antibodies for use in tumor imaging and
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internal radiation therapy. 32 Monoclinal antibodies and their fragments enable selective

targeting of tumors. The labeled antibodies serve as carriers to transport radioisotopes to
tumors, thus minimizing total-body radiation dcse and radiation damage to normal tissue.

The time required for labeled antibodies to find the tumor antigen and deliver the dose
to the tumor is estimated to be I-3 days. One therefore wouid like radionuc!ides with a
1- to 3-day half-life. Copper-67 and bromine-77 have suitabie half-lives and nuclear-decay
properties for use in tumor imaging and therapy with radiolabeled antibodies. Animal
studies are now under way.

Other applications. About 10% of LAMPF beam is being used for national security
studies in the Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facility (Fig. 32).

This facility has now been augmented with a storage ring, Fig. 33, which will provide
short pulses of neutrons of intensity second to no other facility. These pulsed neutrons
will be used, with time-of-flight instrumentation, to address not only national security
problems but alsc problems in condensed matter physics und biology.

Almost everyone would agree that, at some time in the future, we will produce fu-
sion energy in a controlled and safe way. The main thrust, world-wide, involves the
confinement of a plasma at temperatures high enough to initiate and sustain fwicm. Thi~
is an extraordinarily difficult task, which has thus fM eluded our best efforts.

There is an elegant way to produce fusion at room temperature. It involves the use
of negative muons to catalyze heavy-hydrogen reactions, Althcwgh a long way from being
feasible as an energy source, A- -catalyzed d-Z’ fusion has been observed that can produce
almost 200 fusions per muon, 33 The atomic physics is very interesting. A simplified view
of the mechanism involved is shown in Fig. 31, prepared by Jim ‘Cohen, Mel Leon, Jim
Bradbury, S, Jones, Mike Paciotti, .Peter Gram, and Mike Strue,L~ee. The process is
actually rather complex, as illustrated in Fig, 35,

Electronuclear breeding devices are already scientifically feasible. The incorpo~-tion of
g catalysis will help the economics. It is interesting to observe that if nature had permitted
2000 d-T fusions per muon rather than 200, the problem of devising fusion reactors would
be solved.

Finally, a word about the future. We are now planning for the next stage in nuclear
science—a kaon factory, Figure 36 ~hows a plan view of the proposed LAhfPF II facility,
which will use the 800-MeV Iinac as an injector, This facility will extend the frontier of
high-energy physics to the region of 50 GeV,
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Pig. 1. Jubilation in the control room when LAMPF
bet obtained full .vmgy beam on June 12, 1972.
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Fig. 4. Detector housing for neutrino os-
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Fig. 11. Firwt meaeuremeut of the spin-
rotation parameter Q f~r t50&MeV elaetic-
ecattered poiarised protone on ‘°Ca taken
with the 13igh-Resolutionproton Spectrome-
ter ●t LAMPF. The data are compared with
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(daehed-line) cdculatioas (we Sbepard et al.,
Ref. 5). o
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Fig. 26. The Crystal Box detector.

Fig. 29. Hyperthermia device for treating

cancer eye in cattle.
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